"Serve Shoot-Out" ages 7-12. Place a bucket at each side of the court on the sideline beside each net post. Fill the buckets with 18 balls each if you have two teams of six players. A hopper of balls is also placed between the teams near the back fence/wall. The instructor forms two teams on either side of the center line at the baseline. Each team player has a ball from the hopper behind them. On "go", each player must stand behind the baseline to serve. Depending upon the ability of each player a ball is served into the correct service court. The team player who is successful runs to pick up a ball from his team's bucket and returns to the back of the team line while the next team player is serving the next ball. If a team player faults, the team player picks a ball from the hopper and returns to the end of his team line. The first team to finish serving all of the balls from the bucket and in the hands of the remaining team players wins the Shoot-Out!